
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a management manager. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for management manager

Take complete ownership of the WFM (Workforce Management) Function for
Healthcare (Payer, Provider)
Manage & further develop an existing WFM function in order to deliver
service requirements, commercial requirements, maximize revenue and
optimize cost
Must be able to understand healthcare claims inventory management,
forecasting, and associated staffing by multiple skills/work type
Must be able to understand & provide RCAs for claims backlog, devise an
action plan & report, track & monitor performance against the same
Must be able to understand call center operations, volume/demand
forecasting, and associated staffing by multiple call type
Able to devise detailed resource optimization plans in a multi-site, multiple
networks, multiple lines of business & heavily decentralized environment and
implement the same on capacity models/tool
Manage & enhance effective partnerships with key internal stakeholders
client WFM management and operations contacts
Ensure that the performance management principles are standardized
throughout the WFM organization, thus maximizing performance
Develop robust ideas and solutions which ensure continuous improvement
Create a virtual team and through staff development, ensure support and
contingency for all key skills area while establishing a robust career and
succession plan within the team
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Engineering degree in Quality Management /Mechanical /Electrical or
equivalent
Advanced computer skills in database management and spreadsheet design
Modelling capability to assess transaction scenarios
Proven strong ability to work across business platforms
Very good written and oral communication
6+ years of experience in B2C or direct response marketing, preferably with
focus on retention


